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1. [Aesthetic Movement]  1887 Louis Prang 
Aesthetic Movement Christmas Card with 
Fringe & Tassels. 

A lovely Aesthetic Movement Christmas card 
that opens to two floral arrangements. Marked 
(in excruciatingly small letters) ”Copyright 1887 
by L.Prang Co., Boston”.   Fringed card. 
3.5”x4”. Some soil, fringe and tassels with 
some wear.  {53762}  $25



2.  [Baltimore]  Baltimore Oriole Festival 1883 -
Official Programme with Chromolithographs.   

Edited by J.G. Pangborn, printed by A. Hoen & 
Co.  “Official Programme Baltimore Oriole 
Festival Sept. 11th 12th & 13th 1883 Summer 
Nights Carnival of the Oriole. Order of the Oriole. 
Illustrated by Lithographic Plates in Five Colors of 
the Tableau Floats. Containing Also the Lectures 
Based Upon the Subjects Portrayed in the Two 
Divisions and Delivered Before the Members of 
the Order of the Oriole”. The lovely illustrated 
program to this major celebration, featuring full-
page chromos of the floats, two per page, as well 
as chromo advertisements. A celebration of 
American 19th century color printing.   

Paper covers. 9.5”x12”, 64 pages, including 21 
full-page color plates of parade floats and 5 color 
pages of advertisements. Covers with some wear- 
front and rear cover with chips and some soil, 
pages more or less completely disbound as the 
string binding has perished and the cover sheet is 
neatly split at the spine fold.  {53868}  $350 







3. [Bookplates]  Gusztáv 
Cseh Artist Signed 

Engraved Bookplate for 
Gabor Demes.   5”x3.5”. 

Fine.  {53781}  $18 

4. [Bookplates]  Gusztáv 
Cseh Artist Signed 

Engraved Bookplate for 
Zagoni Jeno.   3.5”x5”. 

Fine.  {53783}  $15 

5. [Bookplates]  Gusztáv Cseh Artist Signed 
Engraved Bookplate for Dr. Kertesz 
Denes.   4”x5.5”. Fine.  {53784}  $20 

Gusztáv Cseh [1934-1985] was a 
celebrated Romanian painter and 

graphic artist who designed a 
number of bookplates.   



6. [Bookplates]  Gusztáv Cseh Artist Signed 
Engraved Bookplate for Dr. Boros Edit. 

4”x6.25”. Fine.  {53785}  $20 

7. [Bookplates]  Gusztáv Cseh 
Artist Signed Engraved 

Bookplate for Deak Ferenc.  
4”x6”. Fine.  {53786}  $25 

8. [Bookplates]  Gusztáv Cseh Artist Signed 
Engraved Bookplate for Szanka Rozsa.    

6”x8”. Fine.  {53787}  $20 



9. [Bookplates]  Artist Signed Engraved 
Bookplate for Etienne Nijs of Dionysis with  

Woman.  Fine. 3.5”x4.75”. {53782}  $20 

10. [Bookplates]  Original Ink & 
Blue Watercolor Armorial 

Bookplate Design for Nicolai 
de Lippocz.  Bookplate mounted 

on card. 4.25”x5”. Minor soil, 
light wear.  {53788}  $25 

11. [Bookplates]  Original Red 
Armorial Bookplate Design 

Painted on Board for Nicolai de 
Lippocz.  Card. 5”x6.235”. Minor 

soil, light wear.  {53789}  $35 



 

12. [Cigars]  1897 & 1900 Red Lion Pennsylvania 
Cigar Factory - Hildebrand Family Ledgers. 
Two ledgers, one for 1897 and one for 1900, by members of the Hildebrand family, detailing work and payments for the complicated 
process of manufacturing cigars. Red Lion, Pennsylvania was one of the most important cigar-making centers in the United States from 
the period after the Civil War until the Great Depression. Much of the work was sub-contracted out to individual families who supplied 
tobacco leaf and rolled the cigars for one or more of the 100+ companies which operated there. The Pennsylvania Heritage website 
explains- “Leaf for these home-rollers was raised on their own farms, or purchased from local farmers. Most was bought from Red 
Lion’s tobacco merchants, who supplied both domestic and imported leaf. As the demand for cigars rose after the Civil War, cigar 
making slowly became more organized. By the 1880s, the home factories could not keep up with the market, and the Dutch 
entrepreneurial spirit flowered. A well-organized system of subcontracting emerged in which a central office supplied tobacco, fanned 
out the labor to the hundreds of homes, then collected, boxed and marketed the finished product. Sometimes all the labor was 
farmed out. Mervin Kaltreider, whose father was an early cigar manufacturer, recalls this operation. “These little factories in the houses 
would make the cigars for other manufacturers. Then we’d come and take the cigars and pack them” for shipment to the markets.” 

Two business ledgers- 8”x12.5”, 85 pages used, and 7.5”x12”, 200 pages, most of them used). Covers worn and soiled, the smaller 
ledger is quite worn, with several sets of pages detached but present, and pages folded, soiled, and worn. With- several Red Lion 
cigar billheads.  {54034}  $600 





13. [Durer]  Durer S’udarium Displayed by Two Angels’ 1930s Reichsdruckerei Facsimile Engraved Print 

The Minneapolis Institute of Art notes- “The German Renaissance artist Albrecht Dürer was a legend in his own time. His prints, marked 
with his famous AD monogram, were known in every corner of Europe, and his virtuoso technical skill has never been equaled. Scholars 
have noted that the face of Christ closely resembles Dürer's own; the intensity and sadness of his gaze are remarkable, even at this tiny 
scale. Dürer, who would become a Protestant sympathizer, executed this print just four years before Martin Luther posted his 95 theses in 
1517, critiquing, among many things, the practice of granting indulgences for praying to images like the sudarium”. Founded by the 
German government in 1879, Reichsdruckerei ("Reich press") produced (amongst many things) remarkably fine reproductions of antique 
prints which have themselves become collectible.  7.5”x11”, minor soil. [54252]  $100 



14. [Egypt]  Forty-eight Middle East Egypt & Palestine Tourist Monuments & Street Scenes Snapshots 

A set of 12 album pages, as found (no longer attached to an album), with 48 scenes of Egyptian monuments, excavations, and Middle 
Eastern street scenes, none identified. One street shot includes a building with a sign reading “Banque Commerciale de Palestine”. Two 
of the sheets have several European snapshots as well (not counted amongst the 48). Evidently taken by tourists to the area, probably in 
the 1920s.  Forty-eight snapshots on 12 album pages (plus 8 additional snapshots of European scenes). One album page with a snapshot 
removed. Minor wear, light soil, snapshots appear to be glued to the pages by their corners.  {53570}  $250 





15. [Epidemic]  1918 Letter from Georgia 
Hospital Soldier w/News of Epidemic & 
Officer Dying 

Dated October 13, 1918, at Camp Greenleaf, 
Georgia, our correspondent, an Army private, tells 
his mother that is working in the camp hospital, 
where  “there are quite a few young girls come 
over from Chattanooga and offered there services, 
during this epidemic”, and he has been 
transferred to the officers’ ward where they treat 
him very well and he makes them lemonade as 
well as dispensing medicine and making beds. “I 
know the ins’ and outs’ of the business and I know  
that they are not getting the treatment here that 
they get at home, many a poor devil has died 
here that had he been at home would have lived 
for years to come. One fellow kicked off today at 
12.45 there was nothing left of him but flesh and 
bones, a pitiful sight indeed”. He goes on to note 
that he is now in charge of inventorying the 
property of dead soldiers for transit home, and 
speaks of many family matters. The back of the 
2nd sheet provides a pencilled addenda written 
the next day with more family and personal notes, 
as well as the observation- “There is a lot of talk of 
peace down here, I think it’s all crap”. 

2 letter sheets plus the mailing envelope. The 
letter sheets are 6”x9”, with folds and some light 
soil and wear.  {53847}  $35 



16. [Epidemic Denial]  1926 California Public School 
Protective League Anti-Vaccine Bulletin 

Published in San Francisco & Los Angeles, Vol.7, No.1, 
September, 1926.  The League was “A Non-Sectarian, Non-
political Organization Established for the Purpose of 
Protecting the Public Schools From Medical and 
Ecclesiastical Exploitation”. What they actually were was an 
anti-vaccine and anti Sex-Education pressure group which 
spread from California to other western states, starting with 
the Influenza epidemic of 1918/1919 and crusading against 
public health efforts to combat Polio throughout the 1920s. 
They were also very much against “hygiene and 
physiology” classes, claiming that untold innocent children 
were being traumatized by exposure to information about 
“disgusting diseases”. Near the end of this newsletter is a 
section detailing the League’s successful efforts to rid the 
city’s news stands of immoral and unwholesome magazines.  

Four-panel paper folder. 6”x12” [folded]. Light wear, folds, 
minor soil.  {53914}  $75 



17. [Exhibitions]  1886 American Institute 55th 
National Exhibition Victorian Chromo Card. 

The 1886 American Institute Fifty-fifth Exhibition 
featured everything for the home, office, factory, 
and farm, from machinery, mechanics’ tools, 
steam engines and ice-cream making machines, 
to grain and paint mills, laundry machinery, 
incubators, fire escapes, office fixtures, musical 
instruments, textile looms, clothing and clothing-
making machinery, furniture and food products. A 
very attractive card. 

Card. 4”x5”. Some wear and light soil. Small 
corner chip and slight corner creases. {53724} $25 



18. [Exhibitions]  1906 London 
Engineering & Machinery Exhibition 
Letterhead. 

Single sheet. 8”x10”. Minor soil, some 
wear. [49299]  $20  



19. [Exhibitions] Mrs. C.E. Von Rosenberg-Lipinsky Artist Paintings 
1920s Exhibition Folder. 

An exhibition held at the New York City offices of Leo Von 
Rosenberg, mining engineer and husband of the artist. Plaster casts 
and bronzes were also exhibited. The 37 pictures include a number 
of mining scenes, western scenery (a number of Grand Canyon 
pictures), animal portraits, and (somewhat incongruously) Martha’s 
Vineyard locations (they undoubtedly summered there). The artist 
was also prepared to undertake commissions, especially for mining 
scenes and animal portraits. Unfortunately, we have been unable to 
find out more about her. 

Folder. 5”x10.5”. Some soil, light wear, corner creases.  [53737]  $45 



20. [France] Les Guepes - January 1841. French Satirical Magazine. 

Les Guepes (The Wasp) was published by Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr 
between 1839 and 1876. Karr [1808–1890)] “was a French critic, journalist, 
and novelist. In 1839 [he] became editor of Le Figaro, to which he had 
been a constant contributor; and he also started a monthly journal, Les 
Guepes, of a keenly satirical tone, a publication which brought him the 
reputation of a somewhat bitter wit. His epigrams are frequently quoted, 
for example "plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose" — "the more it 
changes, the more it's the same thing", usually translated as "the more 
things change, the more they stay the same," (Les Guêpes, January 1849). 
On the proposal to abolish capital punishment, "je veux bien que 
messieurs les assassins commencent" — "let the gentlemen who do the 
murders take the first step" [Wikipedia]. Early copies are uncommon in the 
marketplace. 

Paper covers. 3.75”x5.5”, 96 pages, line illustrations of wasps repeated 
throughout. Covers with light soil and minor wear, rear cover with corner 
missing. Spine paper partially perished and split, the front and back of the 
text block being held together by a single binding thread. Page 17/18 
apparently excised by censors and replaced by a page that states “page 
salie par le gouvernement”. [46499]  $75  



22. [Gliders]  1931 National Glider and Airplane News Illustrated Letterhead and Billhead 

Two single sheets. 8.5”x11” and 5.5”x8.5”. Folds, minor soil, light wear. [52473]  $25 



23. [Isle of Wight]  The Pleasure-Visitor’s Companion in 
Surveying the Isle of Wight. 

By George Brannon.  Printed “by and for” the author on the 
Isle of Wight in 1834. 2nd edition, “with six plates”. 

“Pointing out the best Plan for seeing Every Remarkable 
Object in the Island within the shortest time. … A residence 
of more then twenty years on the Isle of Wight, and in the 
pursuit of his profession as an artist, has made the writer 
intimately acquainted with every part of the island, but more 
especially with its picturesque beauties; a circumstance which 
certainly must be allowed to favour his pretensions for 
undertaking the office of a guide to Pleasure-Visitors”. In 
addition to the guide, there is prefatory material promoting 
another of the author’s guides to the isle, and a listing of 
individual prints of scenery which are available for purchase. 

Semi-limp card covers. 4”x6.5”, 127 pages, plus 6 engraved 
plates. Covers scuffed and worn, spine covering perished, 2” 
cover rip from the fore edge, internal light to moderate 
foxing and some soil. [53318]  $150





24. [Japan] 1900s ‘Customs of Japan - 12 Picturers’ (Pictures) Small Color Print Set 

A lovely set of 12 small color prints of Japanese men and women going about daily tasks. 
No indication of date or publisher, except the mis-spelling of “pictures” makes it likely to 
be of Japanese rather than Western origin. Paper folder and 12 prints. Prints 2.5”x5”. 
Scattered minor soil, light wear, a light crease or two. Folder with some soil and worn, 
lacking one part of a flap, folds cracking and separating. Delicate. [46131]  $75  



25. [Japan]  “A Valuable Collection of Elegant Japanese 
Ware in Bronze, Satsuma Ware, Porcelains, Silk Screens, 
Lacquered Ware, etc., etc. Being the entire Lot of 
Japanese Exhibit by M. Fukui”  

The catalog to an auction held in Boston by Wheatland & 
Bird, Auctioneers, on February 21st and 23rd, 1877. A very 
early auction catalog of the imported Japanese wares 
which were in such demand by wealthy collectors, artists 
and high society decorators, when the Japonism craze was 
sweeping American, England and Europe. 

Softcover. 6"x8", 8 pages, 167 lots. Original red paper 
covers somewhat worn, creased. Covers and several pages 
detached, but all present. Very fragile. [41874]  $25



26. [Japan]  1950s Japanese Air Mail Decorated Envelopes & Rice Paper Message Pads 

A lovely lot of “hand painted” (not really) rice-paper stationery with decorative Japanese scenes for air mail, and envelopes also 
decorated with Japanese themes, printed for air mail. There are three 6.75”x9.5” pads of thin writing paper (with 17, 18, and 18 
sheets of decorated paper), eight 7.5”x4” envelopes decorated with Japanese themes and scenes, and three 7”x3.5” envelopes 
decorated with women in traditional Japanese kimonos. Scattered minor soil and light wear. [51300]  $40  



27. [Manuscript] 1848 West Chester Pennsylvania Manuscript List 
of Residents Who "Paid Their Insurance” 

A manuscript list dated "1 mo 22/48" (January 22, 1848), and 
begun- "Joseph Thompson, I again send thee a List of Persons who 
paid their Insurance". This is followed by a list of 15 somewhat 
legible names and amounts ranging from 87 cents to $6.46, totaling 
$41.30 in premiums. The list is folded to be mailed, and the back 
side is addressed to Joseph Thompson, Doe Run P.O. (illegible), 
postmarked "Westchester Pa. Jan 27", and docketed "2- Report 
Henry Haldeman, 41.30 Jany 28.1848".  Single sheet. 
7.75"x10" (opens to 15.5"x10"), chip, some soil. [40596]  $35  

28. [Manuscript] Two American 1867 Manuscript School Poems -One Vigorously Anti-School 

A pair of poems on two sides of a single sheet. Poem #: "Lines to Miss A.W. - My bonny girl, my bonny girl / I love thee well to-day 
/ Tomorrow, love, tomorrow / It may all pass away; / Then spread your net- / And set your snare / And catch me while ye may / For 
tomorrow, dear, tomorrow / It may all pass away - Francis J. de Lise - Cold Spring, August 1867." The other side holds a decidedly 
different sentiment- "School is a pest / It is as bad as a nest / Of young vipers; / Who pull each others hair / Like wolves in their lair 
/ Such is a   School there / With brats in it - F.L. DeLowes - School is a bore, which / Makes me very sore - F.L. DeLowes”. Single 
sheet. 6"x7.5". Minor soil. [42018]  $25 



29. [Mass-Market Pulp Paperbacks]  Gladiola’s Two Lovers - Hart Series Pulp Romance Novel.  By Laura Jean Libbey. Published by 
the Arthur Westbrook Company of Cleveland in 1909.    Paper covers. 4.75”x6.75”, 252 pages. Printed on cheap, wood-pulp paper 
and delicate. Covers with some wear and soil, pages age-browned, some scattered page soil.  {53515}  $15 

30. [Mass-Market Pulp Paperbacks]  The Shattered Idol -  Dramatic Early Pulp Romance Novel.  By Bertha M. Clay. Published by the 
Arthur Westbrook Company of Cleveland. No date, but around 1910.    Paper covers. 5”x7”, 95 + 126 pages. Printed on cheap, 
wood-pulp paper and delicate. Covers with some wear and soil, pages age-browned, some scattered page soil, spine damage, rear 
cover damaged along the edge, last pages with some lower corner loss.  {53516}  $15 



31. [Mass-Market Pulp Paperbacks]  A Fatal Dower - Bertha Clay Library Series Pulp Romance Novel.  By Bertha M. Clay. published by 
Street & Smith of New York in 1901.    Paper covers. 4.75”x7”, 260 pages. Printed on cheap, wood-pulp paper and delicate. Covers with 
wear and soil, pages age-browned, some scattered page soil.  {53517}  $15 

32. [Mass-Market Pulp Paperbacks]  Her Heart’s Desire - Eagle Series Pulp Romance Novel.  By Charles Garvice. Published by Street & 
Smith of New York. No date, but around 1905.    Paper covers. 4.75”x7”, 224 pages. Printed on cheap, wood-pulp paper and delicate. 
Covers with some wear and soil, pages age-browned, some scattered page soil, first page with some age toning/staining.  {53518}  $15 

33. [Mass-Market Pulp Paperbacks]  From Want to Wealth - Arthur Westbrook Pulp Romance Novel.  By Caroline Hart. Published by 
the Arthur Westbrook Company of Cleveland. Copyright 1885, probably a somewhat later printing, around 1900.    Paper covers. 5”x7”, 
255 pages. Printed on cheap, wood-pulp paper and delicate. Covers with some wear and soil, pages age-browned, some scattered page 
soil, glue on last sheet separating with some paper corrosion in the gutter.  {53519}  $15 



34.  [Medieval Architecture]  Signed 1876 Pencil Sketches of Medieval Architectural Details in Beverly Minster Church, Yorkshire 

Two nice pencil sketches (on both sides of the same sheet) dated 6/9/76 showing carving details of medieval choir stall figures in the Beverly 
Minster church, Beverly, Yorkshire, including a detail from the famous Percy Shrine. From a small collection of architectural pencil sketches by 
Deane. E[dward] Eldon Deane [1851-1919] was an English-born architectural illustrator who began his career in London and worked there for 
four years before moving to America in 1883. Mary N. Woods, in her book "From Craft to Profession: The Practice of Architecture in 
Nineteenth-century", explains- "During the late 19th century, men who specialized in perspectives and moved from office to office were 
known as journeymen draftsmen or itinerant renderers. Among the more celebrated were E. Eldon Deane and Theodore Langerfeldt, who 
worked as perspectivists for prominent Boston architects…Unlike photographers, who rarely received a credit line in the architectural press, 
renderers like Deane [and] Langerfeldt signed their works and received recognition". The Smithsonian holds 32 sketchbooks by Deane, 
executed between 1868 and 1896.  9.5"x13.5". Minor soil, small stains, some edge chips. [40961]  $125



35. [Mickey!] 1934- A March for Mickey 
Mouse Boston Music Co. Sheet Music 

An early Mickey Mouse piano solo, written by C. 
Franz Koehler and published by the Boston Music 
Company. Paper folder. 9”x12”. Some soil and 
wear, short marginal tears, light creases. “October 
3, 1934 - Marlin Hauer” written in pencil on the 
cover and then erased, leaving a light impressed 
mark. [51999]  $125 



36. [Merrill]  Pulitzer Prize Poet James 
Merrill Writes 2 Snarky Cards to a 
Literary Journal Publisher- 

A note card and a postal card, dated 1987 & 
1988, with typed & signed notes from Pulitzer 
Prize poet James Merrill to Bill Schlicht, editor 
and publisher of the Key West Review, a 
short-lived literary journal with lofty 
pretensions. In the first note Merrill sends a 
poem (not included here), and things rapidly 
devolve from there… The Kew West Review 
appears to have begun publishing in 1988, 
and ceased publication in 1989. 

Two cards, each 6”x4”. Some soil and light 
wear.  {54029}  $150 



37. [Mourning]  Vintage Regal Mourning Cabinet ‘Italian’ Notes & Envelopes in Original Box. 

Box, measuring 5”x8”x1,25”, plus sixteen 4.5”x7” black-bordered notes, and eighteen 4.75”x3.75” black-bordered envelopes 
with a paper band. Box with soil and some wear, paper and envelopes clean and nice.  {54030}  $65 



[Lots 38-42]  Larry and Grace Spruch were both noted physicists. Larry Spruch was a 
prominent theoretical physicist at New York University, and Grace was a Professor in the 

Department of Physics and Astronomy at Rutgers University, Newark where she was a 
member of the faculty for 47 years. They toured England and Europe in 1956/57. 

38. [Physics]  1956 Cavendish 
Laboratory Sir Nevill Francis Mott 
Sherry Party Invitation. 

“Professor and Mrs. Mott - At Home - 
Friday, October 12th - in the tea room 
of the Austin Wing of the Cavendish 
Laboratory - Sherry 5.30 - 6.30 p.m.” 
Sir Nevill Francis Mott was a noted 
British physicist who was named 
Cavendish professor of experimental 
physics at Cambridge University in 
1954, and shared the 1977 Nobel 
Prize in Physics with two other 
theoretical physicists, Dr. Philip W. 
Anderson of Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, and Dr. John H. Van 
Vleck of Harvard University. “They had 
furnished the underpinnings for 
engineers to create computer 
memories, office copying machines, 
transistor radios, pocket calculators 
and sundry other wonders of modern 
life”.  Card. 5.5”x3.5”. Minor soil, 
light wear.  {53980}  $35 



39. [Physics]  1956 Tony Skyrme English Atomic Energy 
Authority Letter to American Physicist. 

Dated November 28, 1956, on the letterhead of the 
United Kkingdom Atomic Energy Authority, to Dr. Larry 
Spruch.  Tony Hilton Royle Skyrme [1922-1987] was a 
noted British physicist. He graduated from Trinity College, 
Cambridge in 1943 and was drafted into war work as a 
mathematician under Rudolf Peierls who was leading a 
team working on the theoretical aspects of atomic energy, 
particularly as applied to atomic weapons. At the end of 
1943 Peierls and several other of the British scientists 
working on the atom, were transferred to the United 
States to assist in the Manhattan project to build a nuclear 
weapon. Skyrme followed in 1944, and worked on 
problems concerning the diffusion plant for isotope 
separation. After the war he served at the Atomic Energy 
Research Establishment at Harwell from 1950 to 1962. 
Typed, signed letter (5”x8”) in envelope 5.5”x4.5”. 
Envelope with a large amount of mathematical work in 
pen on the back side.  {53981}  $75 



40. [Physics]  Harmut Kallmann German Physicist 
Warm 1956 Letter to American Female Physicist. 

“Harmut Kallmann [1896-1978] was a German 
physicist. He is known for his work on the scintillation 
counter for the detection of gamma rays. Kallmann 
was born in Berlin in a Jewish family. He studied at 
the University of Göttingen and wrote his 
dissertation under Max Planck. After this he worked 
at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physical Chemistry 
and Electrochemistry. In 1933 he was dismissed from 
the institute due to his non-Aryan Jewish descent. 
The companies IG Farben and AEG provided him a 
research lab to continue his work with some 
restrictions. Kallmann was actively hunted by the 
Nazi SS during WWII. They would often show up at 
his large home looking for him, but always came up 
the front walk, so it was easy for Hartmut and his 
wife Erika to spot their approach. At some point, he 
was found and taken to a cattle car for transport to a 
concentration camp. Erika, frantic, used her Catholic 
connections and found someone who had been a 
friend of the family and was in the SS himself. He, at 
great peril to his own well being, managed to sneak 
Hartmut off the cattle car and to safety. His children 
were not considered Jewish by the Nazi authorities 
and were not hunted. In 1948, Kallmann's 
knowledge about photomultiplier scintillation 
counters brought him to the United States as a 
research fellow for the U.S. Army Signal Corps 
Laboratory in Belmar, N.J., and he later established a 
research lab at New York University” [Wikipedia].  
Letter (8.5”x11” in business-size envelope. Envelope 
with wear and soil.  {53982}  $75 



41. [Physics]  American Physicist Note of Fritz Ursell German Physicist 
1956 King’s College Menu. 

A mimeographed menu dated December 9, 1956, with a pencilled note 
(by American physicist Larry Spruch) at the top- “Dinner at King’s with Fritz 
Ursell”. Fritz Joseph Ursell FRS [1923-2012] was a British mathematician 
noted for his contributions to fluid mechanics. Ursell came to England as a 
Jewish refugee in 1937 from Germany. From 1941 to 1943 he studied at 
Trinity College, Cambridge. At the end of 1943 Ursell joined the Admiralty 
as a part of a team—headed by George Deacon whose task was to 
formulate rules for forecasting waves for the allied landings in Japan. Their 
findings have become the basis of modern wave-forecasting. He held the 
Beyer Chair of Applied Mathematics at the University of Manchester from 
1961 to 1990, was elected Fellow of the Royal Society in 1972 and retired 
in 1990. In 1994 Ursell was awarded the Gold Medal of the Institute of 
Mathematics and its Applications in recognition of his "outstanding 
contributions to mathematics and its applications over a period of 
years" [Wikipedia].   Single sheet. 4.5”x7”. Folds, minor soil.  {53984}  $25 



43. [Silhouettes]  Pair of Louise Browning Silhouettes of a Woman Signed and Dated 1948 

An attractive pair of silhouettes apparently showing the left and right profiles of the same woman, signed and dated by 
silhouette artist Louise Browning. Browning, born in 1878 in New Bern, North Carolina and later a resident of Virginia, 
became an artist in pastels and silhouettes in her 50s. She worked at “bazaars, stores, benefits and fairs throughout the 
Eastern U.S.” (McMahan, Artists of Washington).  Two silhouettes mounted on 5”x7” cards. Both cards signed and dated 
1948. Some scuffing and minor soil.  [50196]   $150 



44. [Trade Catalog]  1874 Catalogue of Osborne Mf’g. Co. Sole Manufacturer of the Osborn 
Patent Metallic Finish Bird and Animal Cages 

“Also, directions for the care of birds”. Cages in the companies elegant Moresque style, as well as specialty 
cages for canaries, parrots, parakeets, mocking birds, and squirrels, and breeding cages, aviaries, etc. The 
company was located on Bleecker Street in New York City.  Paper covers. 4.75”x7.5”, 38 pages, line illustrations. 
Covers with some slight scuffing and wear, minor soil, slight stain on the rear cover.  {53869}  $250 





45. [Trade Catalog]  1879 Illustrated Catalogue of Gold-Headed Canes 
Manufactured by Rest Fenner Smith & Co. New York City. 

A lovely, and quite scarce, catalog, illustrating a variety of ornate canes in graduated sizes by type. Very high-toned and elegant, this 
catalog has repeatedly refused to associate with other trade catalogs on the shelf.  Paper covers. 9.5”x7.5”, 11 leaves (plus a price 
insert), 10 printed one-side only, 8 leaves with gold (one silver) highlighted illustrations. Covers with corner chips and some wear, title 
page soiled, edge soil on most pages, more on the final page.  {53871}  $750 







46. [Trade Catalog]  1930s Wedding Birthday & Christening Cakes -Huntley & Palmers London Catalog 

Huntley & Palmers was a popular and distinguished London bakery, but their catalogs are scarce. Their cakes were 
astounding, and quite probably delicious.  Card covers. 7.5”x9.75”, string tied binding, 8 pages plus order form, color and 
black & white illustrations. Covers with some minor soil and scattered light foxing, contents clean.  {53870}  $175 





47. [Traffic]  1956 Rome Italy Polizia Urbana Traffic Law Violation Tourist Forgiveness Ticket- 

“Dear Sir, Rome, the most cherished goal of international tourism, is happy to welcome you among the visitors to the 
city. It often happens that even the most careful driver infringes, without meaning to, the rules of the highway code and 
of the communal traffic regulations. In this particular instance you have failed to observe the rule contained in Article 
__. The Communal Authorities are quite convinced that this infringement was unintentional and wish you a very happy 
stay in Rome -The Mayor”.  Single sheet. 6.5”x5.5”. Folded, minor soil, light wear.  {54037}  $18 



48. [Victorians] Very Elaborate Victorian Embossed 
Paper Lace Love / Friendship Letter & Note- 

An incredibly elaborate and lovely, embossed and 
cutwork scene.  Card. 4.75”x7”. Some damage to 
the design. Some soil.  [53776]  $25 



49. [Victorians] Large & Elaborate Victorian Embossed Letter Envelope- 
Envelope. 7.5”x5.5”. Minor soil, light wear.  [53779] $35 



That’s All, 
Folks! 


